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Abstract A retrospective evaluation of glass ionomer

cement (GIC) in middle ear surgery with emphasis on

short- and long-term safety was conducted at the tertiary

referral center. GIC was applied between 1995 and 2006 in

444 patients in otologic surgery. Technical aspects, safety,

benefits and complications due to GIC were analysed until

2011 (follow-up 5–16 years; mean 10 years). GIC was

applied in stapes surgery (228 primary, 92 revisions),

cochlear implants (108) and implantable hearing aids (7),

ossiculoplasty (7), for coverage of opened mastoid air cells

towards the external ear canal (1) and inner ear fistula

closure (1). GIC turned out to be very handy in stapes

surgery for optimal prosthesis fixation at the incus (260)

and on the malleus handle (60) without complications.

Results suggest that GIC may diminish the danger of incus

necrosis in primary stapedotomy. In cochlear implants and

implantable hearing aids, GIC was used for casing alone

(74), casing and electrode fixation (27) and electrode alone

fixation (14). Inflammatory reactions were observed in five

cases (4.3 %), mostly after trauma. Broken cement frag-

ments appeared to promote foreign body rejection. In seven

cases an incudo-stapedial gap was repaired with GIC with

excellent hearing gain; in three cases (43 %) revision sur-

gery was needed due to cement breakage. In one case, GIC

was applied for a watertight coverage of opened mastoid

cells, and in the other for fistula closure of the lateral semi-

circular canal over cartilage, covered with bone pathé;

follow-up was uneventful. Targeted use of GIC in middle

ear surgery rarely poses problems. GIC cannot be used in

neuro-otosurgery in contact with cerebrospinal fluid

because of possible aluminium encephalopathy.
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Introduction

History of GIC

Glass ionomer cement (GIC) was developed in the 1970s

by the chemists Alan Wilson and Brian Kent. It’s a poly-

mer composite, resulting from a reaction between alkaline

aluminium containing inorganic ionomer, glass particles,

and an organic polyacrylic acid [1–3]. As an adhesive, it

may bind with bone, metals, synthetic materials and

ceramics. Furthermore, the cold binding, tissue protecting

GIC is not prone to shrinkage during its curing phase.

GIC has been developed and is still widely used for

dentistry as filling material, for correction of dental roots or

crowns and because of an antibacterial effect by releasing

fluoride in its binding phase. [4–6].

GIC was also tried in orthopaedic surgery for joint repair

[7, 8]. But it turned out to be less able to withstand

mechanical loads than other cements and therefore more

susceptible to trauma [9, 10].
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Use of GIC in otology

GIC has been applied in otology since 1989 [11]. It was

employed in stapes surgery for additional fixation of the

prosthetic loop and in ossiculoplasty for bridging disconti-

nuities [12]. The cement was also used for fixation of casings

and electrodes in cochlear implants and implanted hearing

aids as well as in mastoid surgery [13, 14]. For a time, GIC was

utilised for direct closure of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) fistulas

and for reconstruction of skull defects, especially in neuri-

noma surgery [15, 16]. However, two fatal cases of aluminium

encephalopathy have been reported [17, 18] and it was shown

that GIC cannot harden and might release toxic aluminium

ions when in contact with CSF [19, 20]. Subsequently, GIC

became prohibited in neuro-otological surgery and the then

used product Ionos� was withdrawn from the market. Most

ear surgeons stopped any application of this adhesive in

otology. Only in recent years a certain revival of the use of

glass ionomer in middle ear surgery can be observed.

GIC application in middle ear surgery in Bern

In Bern, GIC has been used in middle ear surgery from

1992 at the University Department of ENT, Head and Neck

Surgery, mainly in stapes surgery, cochlear implants,

hearing aid implants and in a few cases of ossiculoplasty

and mastoid surgery. It was never utilised in neuro-oto-

logical procedures associated with flow of CSF.

Objective of the study

The present study provides a retrospective evaluation of all

patients in which GIC was applied in otology between

January 1995 and March 2006. Technical aspects, safety

and benefits as well as side effects and complications were

registered and analysed in 2011. The study is based on

inspection of medical files and history, films and pictures

and personal follow-ups of included patients.

Patients, interventions and GIC application technique

Patients and interventions

GIC was applied for otological interventions in 444

patients, as shown in Table 1

Application technique of GIC

We mostly used the GIC SerenoCemTM, approved for use in

otology by EU, less frequently the much less expensive

Ketac Cem� approved for dentistry. In both, GIC is packed

sterile and provided in a bi-component capsule with two

chambers. Once the surgeon is ready, both chambers are

connected by breaking its separation. The capsule is shaken

in a special device for 10 s for mixing the two components.

Afterwards cement is pressed out and ready for use (Fig. 1).

The cement must be applied within a few minutes on the field

of operation. It is administered directly on bone and metal

with a microtip (stapes surgery) or a small spatule. Contact

with blood, fluid or soft tissue should be avoided as far as

possible [17–20]. After a binding time of 10 min, the cement

becomes hard. Complete curing takes several hours.

Results

GIC in stapes surgery

GIC was used for stabilisation and optimal fixation of

stapes prosthesis at the incus or the malleus handle. This

Table 1 Applications of glass ionomer cement, case numbers and gender

Female (F) Male (M) Total Age in years (range)

Total number of patients 234 210 444 F: 3–84 M: 2–83

Total number of stapes interventions, including revisions 184 136 320 F:17–76 M:10–82

Of these, fixation at the long process of the incus 260

Of these, fixation at the malleus handle 60

Of these, primary stapedotomies 228

Of these, revision stapedotomies 92

Total number of cochlear implants, implanted hearing aids,
including revisions

54 61 115 F: 3–84 M: 2–74

Fixation of casings 74

Fixation of casings and electrodes 27

Fixation of electrodes 14

Ossiculoplasties and interposition grafts 3 4 7 F:42–77 M:32–83

Coverage of opened mastoid air cells towards the external ear canal 1 1 F:40

Closure of a fistula of the lateral semicircular canal 1 1 F: 52
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concerned primary interventions as well as complex revi-

sion surgery (Figs. 2, 3). Especially in cases of atypical

anatomy or revision surgery of the incus, when mechanical

metal loop fixation with the crimper alone was deemed

insufficient, a small drop of GIC was utilised for additional

consolidation of the prosthesis at the incus. In malleus grip

stapedectomies, GIC was employed for additional consol-

idation and stabilisation of the metal loop at the Schukn-

echt piston or clips of the Häusler MWP piston (Kurz�)

[21, 22]. Fixing the loop on the malleus handle with cement

made it clearly easier to place the piston optimally in the

oval window.

In stapes revision surgery (revision not related to the use

of GIC), the previously applied GIC could be simply

detached from the bone with a tip. Nearly no ossification of

cement at the incus or the malleus handle was observed.

There was not a single complication in stapes surgery due

to GIC in the observation period of 16 years.

In particular, GIC was never associated with significant

sensory-neural hearing impairments in stapes surgery (320

cases). The overall incidence of deafness in stapes surgery

in our institution during the period of investigation was

1:250 cases [21]. Also, there was no incus necrosis noted in

the 228 primary stapedotomies where GIC was applied. In

comparison, our own overall outcome statistic on primary

stapedotomy indicates an incus necrosis risk of [2 % [21,

23].

GIC in cochlear implants and implanted hearing aids

In 115 cases GIC was utilised for fixation of casings (74),

casings and electrodes (27) or electrodes alone fixation (14)

in cochlear implants and implantable hearing aids (Fig. 4).

GIC was important in minimal invasive pericanal cochlear

implantation, used for several years as a standard procedure

in adult cochlear implantation in Bern [24]. 5 patients

(4.3 %) developed an adverse inflammatory reaction to the

cement over a period of 1–6 years after implantation

(Fig. 5). These reactions occured after significant

mechanical trauma in three of five cases, followed by

fragmentation of the cement into loosely detached ele-

ments. The small chipped particles of cement caused for-

eign body reaction, in some cases accompanied by pain,

fistulas and expulsion of cement fragments. After careful

Fig. 1 Preparation technique of

glass ionomer cement.

a SerenoCemTM packed sterile,

the shaking device and the

applicator. b The two

components of glass ionomer

cement in the capsule are

thoroughly mixed for 10 s in the

shaking device. c Inserting the

capsule containing

SerenoCemTM into the

applicator. d Loading the ready-

to-use semi-liquid glass

ionomer cement onto a microtip

for use in the field of operation

Fig. 2 Application of a drop of glass ionomer cement in stapedotomy

for an optimised piston fixation. a Microtip loaded with a drop of

semi-liquid glass ionomer cement. b Glass ionomer cement in situ for

additional fixation of the metal loop on the long process of the incus,

where crimping has been considered insufficient. Note that the

stapedial tendon has been preserved in this case. c Overview of the

surgical field in a primary stapedotomy on the left side after

application of a small drop of glass ionomer cement. The tympa-

nomeatal flap has been elevated
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surgical debridement and removal of cement particles

which were surrounded by inflammation, the condition

healed without further complication in four of five cases.

One patient had a persistent inflammatory reaction neces-

sitating explantation of the cochlear implant. Investigation

with respect to allergies revealed sensitization to various

synthetic products in this patient. After a waiting period of

1 year, a new cochlear implant was inserted fixing the

casing by a screwed titanium plate without the use of GIC;

the follow-up over 6 years was uneventful.

GIC in ossiculoplasty

In seven patients, GIC was utilised for bridging a gap

between the incus and the head of the stapes. The appli-

cation was particularly easy and fast. Initially, all these

patients had significant hearing gains and air-bone gap

closure (\20 dB). However, in three cases, the hearing

gain did not last and after a period of 1–5 years, revision

surgery showed breakage of the cement. Definitive hearing

gain was obtained in these cases by classical incus body

interposition between the stapes head and the tympanic

membrane.

Use of GIC for reconstruction of the external auditory

canal after opening mastoid air cells and for closure

of a fistula of the lateral semi-circular canal

In one patient where opened mastoid air cells towards the

external ear canal and in another where a fistula of the

lateral semi-circular canal were closed with GIC as a solid

air and water tight second layer on a cartilage plate and

covered with bone pathé (no direct contact of GIC with the

skin of the external ear canal), the follow-up of 6 and

10 years was uneventful.

Discussion and conclusions

Our long-term study shows that application of small

amounts of GIC is suitable and useful in various areas of

middle ear surgery when used properly. Complications

were rare, and the few problems that we encountered sig-

nified no major risk for the patients. Especially in stapes

surgery, GIC was shown to be a handy bone adhesive for

optimal fixation of prosthetic loops at the incus or the

malleus handle without complications. This is also con-

firmed by others [11, 25, 26]. The fact that there were no

dead ears in the GIC series is a positive safety argument.

Furthermore, the absence of incus necrosis over the

observation time of 5–16 years suggests that optimised

piston fixation with GIC may diminish this risk. This

should be confirmed by a proper controlled, preferably

multicentric study. Based on our hitherto positive experi-

ence, we continue to use GIC in stapes surgery on quite

large scale that is in about one in three primary stapedot-

omies and in the large majority of stapedectomy revisions

and malleus grip stapedectomies. For cochlear implants

and implantable hearing aids, GIC is a technically simple

way to fix casings on the bone. Severe complications such

as CSF leakage or even intracranial hematoma as reported

Fig. 3 Application of glass ionomer cement for piston fixation on the

stump of a necrosed long incus process in revision stapedectomy.

a Initial intraoperative revision situation showing a displaced and

extruded piston due to a necrosis of the long incus process.

b Reopening of the footplate with the argon laser microhandpiece.

c Indent on the incus stump which has been performed with the

skeeter microdrill. d Inserted double bent piston crimped mechani-

cally on the incus stump. e Additional consolidation of the metal loop

on the incus stump with a drop of glass ionomer cement applied with

a microtip

Fig. 4 Retroauricular insertion of a cochlear implant; fixation of the

casing and the electrode with glass ionomer cement
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for bone anchored suturing or Dacron mesh application

with the need of drilling canals into the skull [28] are

avoided. Nevertheless, GIC application in this context can

be recommended only to a certain extent. Inflammatory

foreign body reactions, mostly due to traumatic fragmen-

tation of GIC, were observed in a few cases (4.3 %) of our

series. Due to these rare but significant complications, we

now utilise GIC for implanted devices only in exceptional

circumstances. Titanium plates became the standard

approach for fixing cochlear implant casings, bone pathé

and fibrin adhesives are used for fixation of electrodes. In

ossiculoplasty, GIC is technically easy to apply, but may

not be always solid enough in the long term, especially for

bridging larger gaps [28–37]. The use of GIC as an air and

water tight sealing on open mastoid cells and a semi-cir-

cular canal fistula was possible when applied as a second

layer over cartilage and covered with bone pathé. For the

application of GIC in mastoid surgery variable results are

reported by others [38, 39], probably dependent on indi-

cations and the specific application technique. Following

the publication of cases of aluminium intoxication

encephalopathy, GIC continues, however, to be prohibited

in neuro-otosurgery associated with CSF flow [17, 18, 20].
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